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Transformation Systems for Incidence Structures
GLORIA RINALDI AND LUIGI ANTONIO ROSATI†
By taking into account the transformation technique of Quattrocchi and Rosati, we study how to
generate transformation systems for an incidence structure by starting from some given generating
blocks and by a suitable permutation of the points. Furthermore, the method is applied to obtain
the finite Andre´ planes by means of a minimal set of generating lines of Desarguesian planes.
c© 1999 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let t and k be cardinal numbers, t finite. A .t; k/-structure is an incidence structure S D
.P;B; I/ such that each block contains k points, any t distinct points p1; : : : ; pt are incident
with a unique block, denoted by hp1; : : : ; pt i. In [3], Quattrocchi and Rosati introduced a
method to transform a .t; k/-structure into another one, with the same parameters t and k,
but not necessarily isomorphic to the previous one. More precisely, let F be a family of
blocks: F  B and let f 2 SymP; the pair .F; f / is called a transformation system for S
if the following condition ./ holds:
./ hp1; : : : ; pt i 2 F () h f .p1/; : : : ; f .pt /i 2 F :
Given a transformation system for S, a new incidence structure S 0 D .P;B;J / which
preserves the point and block sets of S can be defined by changing the incidence relation
as follows:
(1) If B 2 F then pJ B () f .p/I B;
(2) If B 2 B − F then pJ B () pI B.
The new incidence structure S 0 is again a .t; k/-structure, [3]. Observe that if S is finite,
that is P is finite, ./ is equivalent to
./0 hp1; : : : ; pt i 2 F H) h f .p1/; : : : ; f .pt /i 2 F :
Furthermore, if S is a finite plane, then S 0 is a plane of the same order.
Several applications of this transformation technique were found, see [1, 3–6]. In these
papers, the problem of constructing a transformation system for a given .t; k/-structure was
not considered, but mainly properties and applications of the transformation technique were
studied under the assumption that the transformation system was known.
Our paper now focuses the attention on the problem of constructing transformation sys-
tems. Precisely, if S is a .t; k/-structure, f is a permutation of its point-set and B1; : : : ; Br
are some given blocks, Propositions 1 and 2 of Section 2 give a method to construct a
transformation system .F; f / such that B1; : : : ; Br are elements of F .
To clarify better the aim of our paper, consider the following example. Suppose S is a fi-
nite Desarguesian plane, let r and r 0 be two distinct lines of S and let A1; A2; A3; B1; B2; B3
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be six distinct points with Ai Ir and Bi Ir 0, i 2 f1; 2; 3g. Denote by Ci the intersection point
of the lines hAi ; BiC1i, hAiC1; Bi i, i 2 f1; 2; 3g, (i C 1 is taken mod 3) and denote by s
the line containing C1;C2;C3. Consider a permutation f on the point-set which fixes the
points Ai and Bi for each i , and such that, for a fixed Ni 2 f1; 2; 3g, f .CNi / is not I -incident
to s and f fixes the points Ci different from CNi . Then, by starting with the line s and the
permutation f , generate a transformation system for the plane as shown in Proposition 1.
It is easy to show that if the constructed family F does not contain the lines hANi ; BNiC1i,hANiC1; BNi i, then the transformed plane is not Desarguesian. So, if we are able to choose
a ‘good’ permutation and if we have a method to generate a transformation system, we
can construct a plane not isomorphic to the one we started with. For example, this is the
case when we consider AG.2; 25/, A1 D .0; 1 C i/, A2 D .3; 1 C 3i/, A3 D .2; 1 C 4i/,
B1 D .3; 3/, B2 D .1; 4C i/, B3 D .0; 2C 4i/ with i2 C i C 1 D 0, f V .x; y/ −! .x5; y/
and we apply Proposition 1.
Some examples of constructions of transformation systems will be given in Section 3.
In particular, we will see how for each Andre´ plane A of order q it is possible to find a
minimal set of lines of AG.2; q/ and some automorphisms of G F.q/ which generate a
transformation system producing A from AG.2; q/. In Remark 2, we will also observe how
it is possible to construct translation, but not Andre´ planes.
2. GENERATION OF TRANSFORMATION SYSTEMS
In this section, S D .P;B; I/ will denote a finite .t; k/-structure with point-set P and
block-set B.
PROPOSITION 1. Let f be a permutation of the point-set and let B1; : : : ; Br be r given
distinct blocks, r 2 N − f0g. Set F0.B1; : : : ; Br / D fB1; : : : ; Br g and, for each n 2 N ,
define:
FnC1.B1; : : : ; Br / D fh f .p1/; : : : ; f .pt /ijpi 6D p j ; hp1; : : : ; pt i 2 Fn.B1; : : : ; Br /g:
Let F f .B1; : : : ; Br / D [Fn.B1; : : : ; Br /, then .F f .B1; : : : ; Br /; f / is a transformation
system for S.
PROOF. Condition ./’ holds: let hp1; : : : ; pt i 2 F f .B1; : : : ; Br /, then there exists n 2 N
such that hp1; : : : ; pt i 2 Fn.B1; : : : ; Br /, therefore the block h f .p1/; : : : ; f .pt /i is an
element of FnC1.B1; : : : ; Br / and FnC1.B1; : : : ; Br /  F f .B1; : : : ; Br /. 2
PROPOSITION 2. With the notation of Proposition 1, the following hold:
(1) F f .B1; : : : ; Br / D F f .B1/ [    [ F f .Br /;
(2) For any two blocks Bi , B j , either F f .Bi / D F f .B j / or F f .Bi / \ F f .B j / D ;.
PROOF. To prove (1), we first show that, for every n 2 N , we have: Fn.B1; : : : ; Br / D
Fn.B1/[  [Fn.Br /. Proceed by induction on n: obviously F0.B1; : : : ; Br /DfB1; : : : ; Br g
D F0.B1/ [    [ F0.Br /. Now suppose Fi .B1; : : : ; Br / D Fi .B1/ [    [ Fi .Br /. Let
B 2 FiC1.B1; : : : ; Br /, then there exists hp1; : : : ; pt i 2 Fi .B1; : : : ; Br / and B D h f .p1/;
: : : ; f .pt /i. By induction, hp1; : : : ; pt i 2 Fi .B j / for some j 2 f1; : : : ; rg. Therefore, B is
a block of FiC1.B j /. This implies FiC1.B1; : : : ; Br /  FiC1.B1/[  FiC1.Br /. Similarly,
FiC1.B1/ [    [ FiC1.Br /  FiC1.B1; : : : ; Br /.
To prove (2), we show that B 2 F f .Bi / implies F f .B/ D F f .Bi /; so, whenever
F f .Bi / \ F f .B j / 6D ;, by taking B 2 F f .Bi / \ F f .B j / we have F f .Bi / D F f .B/ D
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F f .B j /. Therefore, let B 2 F f .Bi / and define .B/ D n whenever B 2 Fn.Bi / and
B =2 Fn−1.Bi /. By induction on n, we prove that B 2 F f .Bi / implies F f .B/ D F f .Bi /.
Obviously, .B/ D 0 means B D Bi , that is F f .B/ D F f .Bi /. Suppose F f .B/ D F f .Bi /
whenever .B/  h, h 2 N , and let .B/ D h C 1. Then B 2 FhC1.Bi /, that is
B D h f .p1/; : : : ; f .pt /i, hp1; : : : ; pt i 2 Fh.Bi / and .hp1; : : : ; pt i/  h. By induction,
F f .hp1; : : : ; pt i/ D F f .B/.
We want to prove that F f .hp1; : : : ; pt i/ D F f .B/. Recall that B D h f .p1/; : : : ; f .pt /i.
Therefore, B 2 F f .hp1; : : : ; pt i/ and F f .B/  F f .hp1; : : : ; pt i/. For the second inclusion
observe that .F f .B/; f / is a transformation system for S, therefore B D h f .p1/; : : : ; f .pt /i
2 F f .B/ implies hp1; : : : ; pt i in F f .B/, that is F f .hp1; : : : ; pt i/  F f .B/. 2
REMARK 1. If S D .P;B; I/ is a .t; k/-structure, .F; f / is a transformation system for
S and fB1; : : : ; Br g  F , then .F f .B1; : : : ; Br /; f / is a transformation system for S with
F f .B1; : : : ; Br /  F . So we can make the following definition:
DEFINITION 1. The blocks B1; : : : ; Br are said to generate the transformation system
.F; f / whenever F f .B1; : : : ; Br / D F . The set fB1; : : : ; Br g is said to be a minimal set of
generators for F whenever F f .B1; : : : ; Br / D F and F f .Bi1 ; : : : ; Bis / 6D F f .B1; : : : ; Br /
for each proper subset fBi1 ; : : : ; Bis g  fB1; : : : ; Br g.
3. THE FINITE ANDRE´ PLANES
Let F be a finite field and  an automorphism of it. If H is the subfield of F fixed
by  and if H is of order q, then F D G F.qh/ where h is the exponent of  . In the
affine Desarguesian plane AG.2; qh/ denote by rm;k the lines of equation y D mx C k,
m 2 F D F − f0g, k 2 F , then:
PROPOSITION 3. Given a line r Nm; Nk of AG.2; qh/, let f V .x; y/ −! . .x/; y/ be a
permutation of the point-set of AG.2; qh/. Let A D fxq−1jx 2 Fg; then F f .r Nm; Nk/ Dfrm;k jm 2 A Nm; k 2 Fg.
PROOF. Let F D G F.pn/, p prime,  V x −! x p j and s D GC D.n; j/. Then
q D ps and n D hs. Let  be the automorphism of F with  V x −! xq and let 0
be the group generated by  . Hence,  D  t with j D ts and h i D h i D 0. Finally,
f.x/x−1jx 2 Fg D A. Set T D frm;k jm 2 A Nm; k 2 Fg.
First we prove that F f .r Nm; Nk/  T . In fact, if we take a line rm;k;m D a Nm, a 2 A
and P1 D .x1; y1/ and P2 D .x2; y2/ are two distinct points on it, the equation of the line
containing f .P1/ and f .P2/ is y D a Nm.x1− x2/T.x1− x2/U−1x C l, a 2 A and l 2 F . As
A is a group, h f .P1/; f .P2/i is a line of T . To construct F f .r Nm; Nk/ we start from the line
r Nm; Nk . As Nm D 1 Nm and 1 2 A, the inclusion follows.
Let z 2 F and P1 D .z; NmzC Nk/, P2 D .1C z; Nm.1C z/C Nk/ be two distinct points of r Nm; Nk .
Thus, the line h f .P1/; f .P2/i has equation: y D Nmx C Nm.z − .z//C Nk. Observe also that
z1 − .z1/ D z2 − .z2/ implies z1 − z2 2 G F.q/. Then, as z varies in F , we construct
qh−1 distinct lines of F f .r Nm; Nk/. Next, note that jAjiqh−1, therefore the set f1 − aja 2 Ag
contains more than qh−1 elements; so it is possible to find an element b 2 F such that
1−b1−q =2 fz−.z/jz 2 Fg. Choose t 2 H; r 2 F with t−r D b and let Q1 D .t; y1/Q2 D
.r; y2/ be two points of a line y D NmxC Nm.z−.z//C Nk. Thus, the line h f .Q1/; f .Q2/i is
a line of F f .r Nm; Nk/ with equation: y D Nmb1−q x C Nmt .1− b1−q/C Nm.z − .z//C Nk. Recall
that F is a vector space over H of dimension h and fz − .z/jz 2 Fg is a subspace of F
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of dimension h − 1. Furthermore, 1− bq−1 generates a complementary subspace. We can
conclude that ft .1 − b1−q/ C .z − .z//jt 2 H; z 2 Fg D F . Hence, we have constructed
all the lines: y D Nmb1−q x C k, k 2 F which are contained in F f .r Nm; Nk/. Finally, let a 2 A,
a D d1−q , d 2 F, and let T1 D .0; Nk/T2 D .d; Nmd C Nk/ be two distinct points of r Nm; Nk .
Then h f .T1/; f .T2/i is a line of F f .r Nm; Nk/ with equation y D Nmax C Nk. Proceeding as
above, we construct all the lines: y D Nmab1−q x C k, k 2 F . As A D fab1−q ja 2 Ag, it is
T  F f .r Nm; Nk/. Thus, T D F f .r Nm; Nk/. 2
To see which plane is obtained by AG.2; qh/ with the transformation system .F f .r Nm; Nk/; f /,
we recall the construction of the finite Andre´ planes.
Let F be a finite field and let  be an automorphism of it. Let 0 D h i be the subgroup
of Aut F generated by  and let H be the subfield of F fixed by  (so by all the elements of
0). Then if jH j D q, we have F D G F.qh/ with h D j0j and 0 D h i with  V x −! xq .
Let A D fxq−1jx 2 Fg.
Let  V F −! H be the norm function (.x/ DQi20 i .x/ D x1CqCCqh−1.
Let  V H −! 0 be a map with the only request that .1/ D id.
Set m D .m/. An Andre´ plane is obtained by taking the points of AG.2; qh/ and the
lines of equation:
y D mm.x/C k;m; k 2 FI
x D k; k 2 F:
PROPOSITION 4. With the notation of Proposition 3, the affine plane obtained by trans-
forming AG.2; qh/ by the transformation system .F f .r Nm; Nk/; f / is an Andre´ plane.
PROOF. Recall the previous description of the Andre´ planes and observe that A is a sub-
group of the multiplicative group F and .a/ D 1 for each a 2 A. Therefore, m1 D m2
whenever m1 and m2 are elements of the same coset. If Nm =2 A, then the plane ob-
tained by transforming AG.2; qh/ by the transformation system .F f .r Nm; Nk/; f / is an Andre´
plane obtained with 0 D h i; . Nm/ D  and .x/ D id whenever x =2 A Nm. On the
other hand, if Nm 2 A, let: .x/ D id for every x 2 A and .x/ D −1 for every
x =2 A. 2
REMARK 2. Recall the notation of Propositions 3 and 4 and note that if we fix l distinct
lines of AG.2; qh/ V r1; : : : ; rl , then .F f .r1; : : : ; rl/; f / transforms AG.2; qh/ into an
Andre´ plane of the same order. In fact, we may always suppose fr1; : : : ; rlg is a minimal
set, namely F.ri / \ F.r j / D ; whenever i 6D j ; for each i , suppose ri has the equation:
y D Nmi xC Nki . Then the transformed plane contains all the lines: y D Nmi m.x/Ck, m 2 A,
k 2 F , i 2 f1; : : : ; lg. If for each i 2 f1; : : : ; lg, the coset A Nmi is different from A, then
the transformed plane is an Andre´ plane obtained with 0 D h i and with . Nmi / D  for
each i 2 f1; : : : ; lg. On the other hand, if Nm j 2 A for some j , then we have an Andre´ plane
obtained with 0 D h i, .x/ D id for every x 2 A Nm1 [    [ A Nml and .x/ D −1 for
every x 2 F − .A Nm1 [    [ A Nml/.
If we choose two (or more) different automorphisms of F , we may also construct planes
which are not Andre´ planes. For example, fix 1; 2 2 Aut F and two lines rm1;k1 , rm2;k2
such that Am1 \ Bm2 D ; with A D f1.x/x−1jx 2 Fg and B D f2.x/x−1jx 2
Fg; let f V .x; y/ −! .1.x/; y/I g V .x; y/ −! .2.x/; y/. Then .F f .rm1;k1/; f /
transforms AG.2; qh/ into an Andre´ plane: call it N . .Fg.rm2;k2/; g/ is a transforma-
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tion system for N . By transforming N , we obtain the plane N 0 whose lines have equa-
tions:
y D am11.x/C k; a 2 A; k 2 FI
y D bm22.x/C k; b 2 B; k 2 FI
y D mx C k; m 2 F − .Am1 [ Bm2/I
x D k; k 2 F:
In general, this is not an Andre´ plane. For example, take F D G F.p6/; p 6D 2; let  be
a primitive element of F;  V x −! x p2 ,  V x −! x p3 , m1 D  and m2 D 2. In order to
obtain an Andre´ plane,  and  should belong to a proper subgroup 0 of Aut F . If so, then
0 D hi,  V x −! x p and jfx p−1jx 2 G F.p6/gj divides jAm1j. This is a contradiction,
as jfx p−1jx 2 G F.p6/gj D p5 C p4 C p3 C p2 C p C 1 and jAm1j D jAj D p4 C p2 C 1.
Obviously N 0 is obtained from AG.2; qh/ by a substitution of nets in the sense of Os-
trom [2].
REMARK 3. In [4], it was already proved that a finite Andre´ plane can be obtained by
transforming the Desarguesian plane of the same order. More precisely, by taking into
account the description of the finite Andre´ planes given at the beginning of this section, let
fA1; A2; : : : ; Aq−1g be the cosets of A in F and observe that  has the same action on
the elements of a same coset of A. Therefore, let A1 D A and Ar D A Nmr , r D 2; : : : ; q−1;
the lines of the plane have equations:
y D mx C k;m 2 A; k 2 FI
y D m Nmrr .x/C k;m 2 A; k 2 F; r 2 0 D h i; as r varies in f2; : : : ; q − 1g:
For each r 2 f2; : : : ; q − 1g, set Fr D frm Nmr ;k jm 2 A; k 2 Fg, fr V .x; y/ −! .r .x/; y/.
Thus .Fr ; fr / is a transformation system for AG.2; qh/ and a sequence of transformations
with transformation systems .F2; f2/; : : : ; .Fq−1; fq−1/ allows us to construct the Andre´
plane.
We now describe how it is possible to obtain a minimal set of generators for each .Fr ; fr /.
If r is a generator of 0, then fr .x/x−1jx 2 Fg D A and the set fr Nmr ; Nkg, for any fixedNk 2 F , is a minimal set of generators for .Fr ; fr /.
Now suppose hr i 6D h i. Hence, r D  t with  V x −! xq and t and h are not
coprime. Let l 6D 1 be their greatest common divisor. The set F f .r Nmr ; Nk/, for any Nk 2 F ,
is the set fr Nmr m;k jm 2 NA; k 2 Fg with NA D fr .x/x−1jx 2 Fg and it is different from
Fr . Notice that NA is a subgroup of A. Denote by NA D NAa1; : : : ; NAau the cosets of NA
in A and let rt be the line of equation y D Nmr at x C kt , at 2 fa1; : : : ; aug, kt 2 F .
Therefore: F f .r1; : : : ; ru/ D F f .r1/ [    [ F f .ru/, F f .rt / D frm Nmr at ;k jm 2 NA; k 2 Fg,
F f .r1; : : : ; ru/ D Fr . We conclude that fr1; : : : ; rug is a minimal set of generators for
.Fr ; fr /. Furthermore, as G F.ql/ is the subfield containing all elements fixed by r , we
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